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SEC Computer Studies 
May 2008 Session 

Examiners’ Report 
 
Part 1: Statistical Information 
 
A total of 1257 candidates sat for the Computer Studies SEC examination in May 2008. 
The table below summarizes the general performance in the examination. 
 
Table 1: Distribution of the candidates’ grades for SEC Computer Studies May 2008 
 
GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U ABS TOTAL  
PAPER A 32 160 169 209 204     58 5 837 
PAPER B       64 117 94 55 63 27 420 
TOTAL 32 160 169 273 321 94 55 121 32 1257 
% OF TOTAL 2.55 12.73 13.44 21.72 25.54 7.48 4.38 9.63 2.55 100 
 
 
As a general remark the performance of private candidates was disastrous when 
compared to candidates who learnt the subject during regular schooling. One such 
candidate even succeeding in scoring 0 zero marks!! Many marks were lost as students 
were not able to express themselves and/or understand a question. It was especially 
evident when ‘explain’, ‘example’, ‘difference’, ‘reason’ and ‘name’ were required, some 
work on elementary examination techniques would be a very good investment of lesson 
time by teachers. This was the first time that I saw a paper where the student managed to 
write at least a page per question for five questions of total gibberish in Paper 2 to get a 
grand total of zero marks! 
 
Part 2: Comments regarding candidates’ performance 
 
2.1  Comments regarding Paper 1 
 
Question 1 
 
Not all groups of candidates scored full marks in this question.  Part (a) was a bonus 
question.  The majority of the candidates got this question correct.   
Parts (b) and (c) were the most difficult.  Most common mistake in part (c) was 
“universal” instead of “uniform”.  Candidates lost marks for failing to accurately state 
what the acronyms HTML and URL stand for. 
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Question 2 
 
Most of the students scored full marks in this question.  Health problems caused by the 
prolonged use of computers seems to be a well covered topic from the syllabus. Some 
candidates did not provide four different precautions when using the computer for a 
prolonged period of time. They just regenerated a previously listing precaution in a 
different way. 
 
Question 3 
 
The binary conversion part was generally correctly answered. Some students had 
difficulty expressing a number in hexadecimal notation.   A number of candidates just 
ignored the MSB (the ‘1’ bit) when they came to convert the binary number to hex. This 
resulted in a 2-digit hex number instead of 3-digits. Others when converting from binary 
to hex using the quick method ignored the middle 4 zeros. A good number of candidates 
knew how to calculate the minimum number of bits required to store 200 characters.  

b) Common wrong answers for this section are: 
◊ 8 bits because it is the number of bits used to represent a character 
◊ 8 bits because a register holds 8 bits 

 
Question 4 
 
Well answered by some of the candidates.  However, a significant number of candidates 
were penalized for mentioning brand names instead of the generic application type.   
 
Question 5 
 
Generally some candidates gave satisfactory answers.  However some were short of ideas 
and gave repetitive answers. 
 

(a) Only a couple of candidates scored full marks for this part because they provided 
incomplete answers for the ‘system life cycle’. Most candidates have a hazy idea 
of the life cycle. A common wrong answer was that the system life cycle is the 
“steps taken by the system analyst” 

(b) The same as for part (a). Only a couple of candidates seem to have heard of 
‘Corrective maintenance’, ‘Adaptive maintenance’ and ‘Perfection maintenance’! 

        Some students  referred to a system as being part of the net since they referred to  
        viruses and automatic updates in their answer. 

 
Question 6 
 
This question was well answered.  Students seem to be aware of “loss of data on 
computer” and other security measures that need to be taken.  
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Question 7 
 
Some groups of  well prepared candidates scored full marks for this question. Once again 
part (a) of this question was a bonus one.  Only a handful of candidates got the 
identification of the numbered gates wrong.  Some students got the truth table in part (b) 
wrong.  Some students could not express the binary patterns for three inputs i.e. from 000 
to 111 in steps of 1. 
 
Question 8 
 
Most of the candidates got full marks in this question. Students seem to be aware of the  
special features for the disabled. Some lost one mark for not stating the disability 
concerned in their answer. However a few odd candidates did mention the use of 
audio/sound for deaf people! 
 
Question 9 
 
For some candidates OMR stands for optical magnetic reader! Others confused OMR 
with MICR.   Some candidates were penalized one mark for not expressing the acronym 
in full. Other students scored low marks because of the incomplete answers they gave 
although they knew the acronyms ! 
 
 Question 10 
 
Some satisfactory answers were given.  In parts (a) and (c) the candidates who gave the 
answer in kilo (1000) instead of 1024, were awarded one mark instead of two. 
In part (b) (i) some candidates multiplied the processor speed by two. In b (ii) Hard disk 
and processor where wrongly given as components of the CPU in b(iii)  a large number 
of students indicated the hard disk as being another type of  memory 
Some marks were lost for not working out the simple arithmetic involved in some parts, 
namely parts a)i and  c)ii 
 
Question 11 
 
An easy question.  Some however seem to have misunderstood the question by giving the 
three basic network topologies bus, star, circular and MAN, WAN, LAN as their answer. 
Otherwise most candidates are well aware of network components to the like of network 
cards, hubs, switches, cabling, satellites, file servers, etc.  
 
Question 12 
 
Some candidates are not familiar with the concept of a primary key.  Some, as expected, 
gave ISBN as the primary key.  On the whole this question was well answered. A part of 
the question which seemed to cause problems to the candidates was to provide a reason 
why the relationship is required!  
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Question 13 
 
 In part a) a considerable number of students did not specify that variable cnt will be 
incremented and did not distinguish between num and cnt. 
 
In part b) most of the students only managed to get only the user prompt and the structure 
of the program correctly.Some candidates misinterpreted the relative symbol “<” with the 
“>” one.  Also, some students said that the flowchart represents a loop instead of a 
conditional branch.   On average, when one takes part (b) into account,  it was a 
disappointing outcome. Some candidates declared ten different variables (x1,x2,.., x10) in 
their program listing.  Candidates especially the private ones are disappointingly weak in 
programming. 
 
2.2  Comments regarding Paper 2A 

Question 1 
 
Few candidates answering this question managed to get the part on high-level and low-
level constructs correct. The majority of candidates gave invalid reasons why high-level 
language statements are translated into many low level ones.  
 
Some candidates also misinterpreted the question on natural languages and argued that 
Maltese or English are not good programming languages because not everyone knows 
how to speak the languages. Only few candidates argued about context sensitivity, vast 
vocabulary or the ambiguity of natural languages. Most candidates were able to 
distinguish and apply the differences between compiling and interpreting in terms of 
speed as required in part (e). 

Question 2 
 
Most candidates answered correctly this question, except when it came to the Data 
Protection Act. Notwithstanding the various titles given to the Act with no reference to 
law or legislation, very few appreciate that it is just about handling data and personal 
information and nothing else. 
It is important for candidates to appreciate that distributed databases provide greater 
accessibility to the database simultaneously than a centralised database. This is a question 
of network infrastructure.  
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Question 3 
 
A considerable number of candidates answered part (e) incorrectly stating that dry-
running is a way of detecting syntax errors. Syntax errors are primarily detected by the 
compiler and there is no need to dry-run a program to detect such an error. 
A number of candidates also gave incorrect answers to the documentation questions by 
writing that technical documentation consists of algorithms and program listing. 
However, most were able to distinguish between user documentation and program 
documentation. 

Question 4 
 
This was an easy question on logic. Most candidates got it almost completely correct. 
However few students value the fact that more than one truth table has to be written in 
order to prove the results by matching.  
 
The logic expression from part (e) seemed to be the most problematic for the candidates 
answering this question as most of them got part or all of the expression incorrect. 

Question 5 
 
This question about operating systems was chosen by a small percentage of the 
candidates,  most of whom answered correctly the cache memory and buffering parts but 
very few realised that part (c) referred to batch processing.  
Few candidates managed to give correct answers to the operating systems resource 
question. Most could not even list two resources managed by the operating system such 
as I/O Handling, Memory, Processes and Storage. 

Question 6 
 
Most candidates answered this question correctly. The majority of candidates identified 
clientid as the best field to search for unique records. The section asking for relationships 
had the most incorrect answers; with most candidates mistakenly interpreting the 
relationships between the tables in the example as being 1-to-1. A number of candidates 
also reported erroneously the fields used in the relationship instead of the cardinality of 
the relationship. 

Question 7 
 
A substantial number of candidates got most of this question right and most students 
knew the fetch-execute cycle by heart. However few candidates realised that for part (e) 
the answer 260 would not fit in the eight bit register and would result in an overflow. 
Other problems were reported for the two’s complement share of part (f) where 
candidates find it hard to reconcile two’s complementation and positive numbers. 
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Question 8 
 
A number of candidates failed to answer correctly the part of the question asking about 
the purpose of the algorithm in the flowchart. A significant number of candidates 
repeated in words the various steps of the flowchart instead of giving the real purpose of 
the algorithm, i.e. to output a sequence of numbers where every number is the sum of the 
previous two. The candidates were not requested to write that this sequence is called the 
Fibonacci sequence.  
 
Nonetheless most of the candidates managed to obtain most of the marks allocated for the 
part of the question where they had to rewrite the algorithm using a high level language. 
 
2.3  Comments regarding Paper 2B 
 
Question 1 
 
A popular question.  In part (c) the term clipboard was unfamiliar with most of the 
candidates.  In part (d) some candidates put Microsoft Office as their answer to the term 
software utilities.  For operating system types, some students put trade names (such as 
Windows XP, MSDOS, Linux and Macintosh) as their answer. 
 
Question 2 
 
Once again a popular question.  Most of the candidates scored high marks in this question 
(an average of 13 out of 17). 
 
Question 3 
 
Not a single student scored full marks in this question!  The average mark in this question 
was rather low (9 out of 17).  Some students gave the following answer for the term 
shareware “this is software which is shared…”   Very few knew the difference between 
source code and executable code.  Only a handful of students got part (f) correct.  For 
some candidates Pascal and BASIC are considered as low level languages, whereas 
JAVA a high level language. 
 
Question 4 
 
Not a popular question.  In fact 25% answered this question.  None of the candidates got 
full marks and the average mark was  low (5 out of 17).  
Parts (a) and (b) were well answered.   
 
Part (c). It seems that most of the candidates who answered this question did not cover 
the concepts of the three basic types of programming constructs.  They either got it all 
wrong or else did not attempt to answer part (c). 
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Question 5 
 
Less than 25% of the candidates chose this question. Once again none of the candidates 
got full marks.  Very unsatisfactory replies.   
Very few attempted part (b) (on fetch-execute cycle). 
None of the candidates got part (d) right.   Part g(ii) was a bonus question. 
 
Question 6 
 
75% chose this question.  It was well answered – most of the candidates have been 
exposed to computer networks. 
 
Question 7 
 
75% chose this question.  The average mark in the question was 10 (out of 17).  Very few 
got part (a) correct.  Six candidates managed to get full marks. 
 
Question 8 
 
Part of this question dealt with programming.  As expected this turned out to be an 
unpopular question.  25% of candidates chose this question.   
Only one candidate got full marks. 
Some candidates confused a loop with a decision branch.  There were a couple of 
students who did extremely well in the flowchart (part(a)), but did none of the 
programming statements required in part (c). 
Most of the candidates had a good notion of the difference between syntax and logical 
error. 
 
 
Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
July 2008 
 


